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Is this VRE-stuff really necessary?
• The emerging global scientific research infrastructure and practice
require unique and complex skills – more so than ever before.
• VREs are about being part of the global research community and
about making it easy to collaborate. Team sizes vary from 2 to
3000 people.
• VRE: helps create structure in a specific area of interest –
Nanohub serves as an example.
• VREs are driven by changes in the way we work!
• eResearch infrastructure opens up new possibilities in research
methods, workflows and approaches and VREs facilitate easy
access to the infrastructure.
• So YES!
•
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Our effort is still in the infancy stage but acquiring the skills to work within a
virtual eco system/ research environment is essential for any of the large
collaborative research projects.
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Roadmap
•
•
•
•
•

What is a VRE?
Background for the natural products VRE
Show the interface & basic navigation
Role of the facilitator
Look at the lessons we have learnt & identify some
opportunities
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VRE – what is it?
• It is a workspace – like a physical office is a workplace.
• In brief & ideally - your entire office and laboratory via an Internet
access point – no matter where you are.
• NOT a free standing product – you need to create the space that will
work for you – just as you would furnish your workplace.
• Framework/ interface that gives access to tools, services and
resources – like the office door.
• Manages security (access and authentication) – the lock on the door.
• VREs are part of infrastructure – it influences the infrastructure and is
influenced by the infrastructure – your office does not exist in isolation
from the building either.
• VREs have many commonalities with eLearning.
• Emphasis is on architecture and standards rather than integrating
specific applications – your office needs a chair, a desk & lab
equipment – the exact ‘stuff’ is not prescribed.
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Characteristics of a VRE
• VRE is primarily about collaboration - across
boundaries.
• VRE is about working smarter – improving, fast tracking,
gaining competitive advantage, learning faster than your
competitors.

• VRE is about continuous efficiency improvements.
• VRE is about transparency.
• VRE is about collecting information and tools and
sharing these amongst a trusted network of collaborators.
• Understand that when you do not adhere to the
requirements of the team (values, contributions, etc) …
technology allows you to be excluded!
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In summary …
• A VRE is not a product …
• It is a collaborative online work environment
(which also allows for personalization).
• No two VREs will ever be the same.
• That does not mean that VREs cannot
overlap and share infrastructure.
• At the end of the Natural products VRE
project the VRE will in all probability look
different & have different components than
what we added during the early days.
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Background – Pol-SABINA VRE
• The South African Biochemistry and Informatics for
Natural Products (SABINA) network was established as a
collaborative initiative amongst Namibia, Tanzania,
Malawi and South Africa
• The POL-SABINA project was created to develop policy
and support actions for the SABINA network:
o create a collaborative environment amongst partners
o permit researchers engaged in natural products research and associated
capacity building initiatives to enhance their efficiency and
effectiveness as researchers
o ensure that an appropriate environment exists to facilitate the
translation of their research outputs into actual products
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Purpose in brief
• Build a proof of concept VRE – which could be duplicated.
• Teach M & PhD level students to work in the online,
collaborative space.
o Similarities with eLearning are therefore even more obvious.
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First … understand the research process … the components

Discovery
phase

Research in action
phase

Identification of
research area

Writing proposals,
reports

Literature review
& indexing

Project
management

Identification of
funding sources

IP
management

Identification of
collaborators

75%

Scientific
workflow/ cycle

Dissemination
phase

Dissemination &
artifacts
Real time
communication

Training /
mentoring etc

Research Management
Based upon Pienaar, H., Van Deventer, M. 2009. To VRE or not to VRE? Do South African malaria researchers need a virtual research
environment? Ariadne, 59, April 2009. http://www.ariadne.ac.uk/issue59/pienaar-vandeventer/
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Closure
phase

Project
closure
Archival of
artifacts

Discovery phase – current reality
Discovery
phase
Identification of
research area

No open sharing of
information

Limited
understanding of
open access or of
the access models
available to low
income countries
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Personal networks;
funder portal;
literature; search
engines; conferences

Literature review
& indexing
Identification of
funding sources
Identification of
collaborators
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High impact
traditional & open
journals – data sets
required by some
journals; conferences

Making access to resources transparent
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Databases to collect references & contacts
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Research in action phase – current reality
Sophisticated instruments with
own software – write data to
servers;
Free analysis software; Paper
lab book; Referencing system
between lab book and
instruments;
Ad hoc management of data
(curation)

Research in action
phase
Writing proposals,
reports
Project
management
IP
management
75%

No formal project
management tools are being
used
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Scientific
workflow

MS Word / Open Office;
templates; generic
proposal; Document
management is not
common
In future:
Even more sophisticated
instruments; Electronic lab
book; anything that would
allow more time for real
research

IP management
appears foreign
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Managing research data
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Kennedy’s Data
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NMR Spectra data displayed
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Identifying existing tools
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Linking out to the grid
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Dissemination phase
Dissemination
phase

Dissemination &
artifacts

E-mail; face-to-face;
phone; webex; wiki; web
site; meetings

Face-to-face; hands on;
UP & WITS: e-Learning for
undergrads – little
evidence that it is used
extensively for researchers
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Traditional publications &
conferences; limited
understanding of
interactive media

Real time
communication
We added:

Training /
mentoring etc

Investigated SMME owners as a
stakeholder grouping
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Getting closer to understanding the needs of the SMMEs

They need a on-stop
place to find relevant
Internet detail.

Huge need for financial &
marketing guidelines/
training.
Showing much interest in
our newsletter.
They are more mobile
and Internet literate than
what was expected.
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Closure & Research Management
Write all the project detail to
a mobile format such as
DVD or external hard drive;
Several copies kept but not
made accessible

Closure
phase

Project
closure
Archival of
artifacts

We created a central store
of all content, back-up and
protected

Research Management

Provides a quick, single access place to see all the current
and completed research in the system
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VRE for natural products research
http://naturalproducts.bi.up.ac.za/vre/
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Post login

Updates/
Announcements
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Defining roles
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Document management integration
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DSpace repository
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Natural products repository – subject not institutional!
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Newsletter
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Lessons Learnt & Opportunities
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Lessons

• Do not attempt this without the co-operation of an
inquisitive ICT team.
• MUCH change management is required.
• Do not underestimate the role of the facilitator.
• Building the skills and the infrastructure is really
rewarding.
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Roles of the facilitator
•
•
•
•
•
•

Controlling permissions
Training & troubleshooting
Evaluating & testing platform & tool features
Identifying resources to be integrated into Moodle
Liaison with the VRE developer(s)
Scouting for relevant content – irrespective of
format
• Facilitating the development of relationships
• Spotting opportunities & making linkages
• Pushing only relevant content to the community
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Building skills & infrastructure

• Training/ skills development need is huge.
o You need to be in control of the subject matter
o You need to understand what you will need to train
o It is all about empowerment not intermediation

• Database development.
o
o
o
o

Structure required – for access but also to exchange content
Evaluate & determine the best application/ product to use
Quality assurance
Harvesting and sharing standards

• Advice – what information management tools will fit
into their infrastructure
o Guarding against ‘duplication’
o Link when possible – each does not require its own!

• Repositories
o Think wider than just documents – Natural products capture their data in
graphic formats
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Opportunities
• UP is busy developing an ‘internal VRE’ for their
librarians to experiment with the facilitation role.
• WITS have decided to use SAKAI as its eLearning
platform. Transferring the learning gained while
developing Moodle will obviously fast track their
learning.
• University of Malawi is investigating the possibility of
taking over the facilitation of the VRE.
• Add other opportunities from the RISE meeting.
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Questions?
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